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Spin-Peierls order parameter and antiferromagnetism in the dimerized and incommensurate
phases of Zn-doped CuGeO3
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Measurements of the thermal-expansion coefficient, the magnetostriction, and the specific heat of Zn-doped
CuGeO3 single crystals (x<3.3%) in magnetic fields up to 16 T are presented. Measuring the lattice constant
as a function of temperature, magnetic field, and doping concentration allows us to determine the concentration
and field dependence of the averaged spin-Peierls order parameter. A strong reduction upon doping is observed
and interpreted in terms of solitonlike defects of the dimerization. From these data the relationship between the
averaged spin-Peierls order parameter in doped CuGeO3 and the transition temperatureTSP is extracted. The
specific heat at low temperatures is dominated by doping induced low-energy excitations. The temperature and
field dependence of the corresponding contribution to the specific heat is discussed in a model with random
magnetic exchange constants. Studying the thermodynamic properties as a function of an external field, we
determine the magnetic field vs temperature phase diagrams of Cu12xZnxGeO3. Several systematic changes
upon doping are revealed. In particular, we find a strong enhancement of disorder in doped CuGeO3, when
entering the incommensurate phase with increasing field which we attribute to an additional randomness of the
order-parameter phase. Moreover, this field-induced phase transition between dimerized and incommensurate
phases is accompanied by a pronounced increase of the antiferromagnetic ordering temperatureTN . A phe-
nomenological description assuming a coupling between the spin-Peierls and the antiferromagnetic order
parameters is presented, which allows us to interpret simultaneously both field and concentration dependences
of TN . @S0163-1829~99!08305-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of the inorganic spin-Peierls~SP! com-
pound CuGeO3 ~Ref. 1! opened the possibility of studyin
the influence of doping on this magnetoelastic transition,
curring in spin-half antiferromagnetic chains.2,3 During the
last years several surprising features are revealed from
intensive studies of the concentration vs temperature@(x,T)#
phase diagrams.4–17 While the spin-Peierls transition~SPT!
is drastically suppressed already by a small amount of d
ants, a long-range antiferromagnetic~AFM! order develops.
The Néel temperature (TN) initially increases upon doping
and, more surprisingly, the AFM and the SP state coexis
a considerably large range of doping.18,11,12,19,13,20,15This is
observed for various dopants, such as Zn, Mg, Ni at the
site and also by replacing a small amount of Ge by Si.
deed, an universal (x,T) phase diagram for all dopants
observed, when taking into account a different scale on
concentration axis for CuGe12ySiyO3.14

Triggered by the experimental observations, several th
retical studies of doped SP systems have b
performed.21–31One important result of these studies was
explanation of coexisting SP and AFM phases, which mu
ally exclude each other in a homogeneous system.32 It is
argued that the dopants cause solitonlike defects in the a
nating structural deformation of the lattice. In a homog
neous SP system this structural dimerization implies alter
ing magnetic exchanges below the SP transition tempera
PRB 590163-1829/99/59~10!/6886~22!/$15.00
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TSP which lead to a nonmagnetic singlet state33,34,2. How-
ever, AFM correlations develop in inhomogeneous syste
since the solitonlike defects carry a spin-1/2, and therefo
long-range Ne´el state can occur belowTSP.

The response to an external magnetic field is one of
characteristic features of SP systems.2,33,35–37Due to the ad-
ditional Zeeman energy, the nonmagnetic dimerized~D!
phase is destabilized in comparison with a magnetic hi
field phase. Instead of a doubling of the unit cell presen
the D phase, the high-field phase is characterized by an
commensurate~I! modulation of the uniform~U! high-
temperature structure. Similar to the case of doping, there
nodes of the order parameter in the I phase, whose dista
decreases with increasingH. Some experimental observa
tions indicate that the I phase should be described in term
a regular lattice of solitons for both CuGeO3 ~Refs. 38–40!,
as well as, the organic SP compound TTF-AuBDT.42 Each
soliton carries a spin-1/2, leading to the finite magnetizati
More recently, it was shown that this soliton description
the I phase is only possible close to the field induced
transition atHD/I , whereas at higher fields a simple sin
soidal modulation is present.41 Besides the stabilization o
the I phase, the external field also reducesTSP. Theoretical
studies predict a universal (H,T) phase diagram in SP sys
tems, i.e., the phase boundaries are determined byTSP(H50!

alone.35,33,36,37,2 The experimentally observedTSP(H) in
CuGeO3 is in fair agreement with these predictions~see, e.g.,
Refs. 43,3!. There are, however, significant deviations for t
U/I transition at high magnetic fields.41
6886 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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Measurements of the thermodynamic properties spe
heat (C), thermal expansion (a), and magnetostriction al
low for a detailed study of the (H,T) phase
diagram.43,44,41,45–47Not only the phase boundaries, but al
characteristic properties of phase transitions are reveale

these data, such as, e.g., fluctuations and hystereses.48,49,43,44

Moreover, the specific heat and the thermal expansion c
tain information on the magnetic excitations and on
structural deformations, respectively, which are both imp

tant in the case of a SPT.50,43,41,51 Investigations on pure
CuGeO3 reveal that the specific heat is mainly determined
the magnetic excitations showing a spin gap (D) in the D

phase,52,48,50,51whereas measurements ofa and the magne-
tostriction allow us to study in detail the temperature a
field dependence of the SP order parameter, i.e., the s
tural distortion.49,43,44,41

Some measurements of the above-mentioned therm
namic properties have also been reported for do
CuGeO3,53,45,46 focusing on quite different aspects. It wa
shown that Zn and Si doping drastically affects the behav
of bothC anda at TSPand in the SP phase.53 One conclusion
of this study was the increase of the pressure derivative
TSP upon doping. This was later confirmed by measureme
at finite pressures54 and explained qualitatively by a
pressure-dependent frustration of the quasi-one-dimensi
AFM exchange,55,51 leading to a pressure-dependent solit
width. A second focus was the study of the field depende
of the AFM state in Si-doped CuGeO3 from measurements
of a and C.45,46 As a main result of these investigation
indications for an unusual AFM state in the dimerized ph
of a Si-doped CuGeO3 crystal are derived.45,46

The properties of doped CuGeO3 in high magnetic fields
have also been studied by other experimental techniq
such as ultrasound measurements,56–58 magnetization
measurements,59 and diffraction techniques.40,60 The phase
boundaries expected for a SP compound have been foun
the doped compounds, too. There are, however, some sig
cant differences in the reported (H,T) phase diagrams~see,
e.g.. Refs. 46,56!.

In this paper we present a comprehensive study of
specific heat, the thermal expansion, and the magnetos
tion measured on a series of Cu12xZnxGeO3 single crystals
in magnetic fields up to 16 T. We focus on the concentrat
and field dependence of the averaged SP order-param
square^A2& as extracted from the temperature, concen
tion, and field dependences ofa and the magnetostriction. A
strong reduction of̂ A2& upon doping is revealed which i
explained in terms of a soliton picture. The (H,T) phase
diagrams as well as their systematic change upon doping
shown and discussed. In particular, from our data we ext
relationships between̂A2& on the one hand, and the trans
tion temperaturesTSP andTN on the other hand. Moreove
we present an analysis of the specific heat, revealing b
signatures of the singlet triplet excitations and a dopi
induced contribution dominating at low temperatures.

The paper is organized as follows. After a short desc
tion of the experiments we show and analyze the dop
dependence of the SP order parameter in zero magnetic
Focusing on one crystal doped with an intermediate dop
of x51.4% Zn, we present the results of oura,C and mag-
c
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netostriction measurements in external fields in Sec. IV. T
(H,T) phase diagrams of all studied samples are shown
compared in Sec. V. A detailed discussion of the structu
distortion of the I phase in doped CuGeO3 is presented in
Sec. VI. In this section we will, in addition, discuss the co
pling between AFM order and the SP order parameter.
nally, our main conclusions are summarized in Sec. VII.

II. EXPERIMENT

The Cu12xZnxGeO3 single crystals with a typical mass o
.500 mg used in the present study are cut from larger c

tals grown from the melt by a floating-zone technique.61,62

Measurements are presented for Zn concentrations of 0.6
1.4% and 3.3% and compared to the findings in p
CuGeO3. The stoichiometry of the Zn-doped crystals w
determined using inductively-coupled plasma emission sp
troscopy. The obtained Zn contents are smaller (;25%)
than the nominal compositions. Crystals prepared in
same way or even other pieces of the same crystals h
been used for several studies reported in the literature~e.g.,
Refs. 14,58,57,54,53!. For comparison we will also show
and/or refer to measurements on Si-doped crystals, prep
in the same way. While there is not much controversy c
cerning the findings on different Cu12xZnxGeO3 crystals, the
reported (y,T) phase diagrams markedly differ fo

CuGe12ySiyO3.4,6,63,46,20,15The properties of our Si-dope
crystals are discussed in detail in Refs. 4,18,6,14. In part
lar, it is shown there that the phase diagrams
Cu12xZnxGeO3 and CuGe12ySiyO3 are identical besides a
about three times larger influence of the Si content on b
the SPT and the AFM order. Note that for the Si-doped cr
tals used in Refs. 45,46,20,15 the corresponding facto
much smaller~between 1.5 and 2, see also the discussion
Refs. 20,15!. In the context of this paper, we are main
interested in the magnetic-field dependences at fixed diso
strength and their systematic changes. Therefore we in
duce an effective dopingxeff in the case of Si doping in orde
to allow a direct comparison with the observations
Cu12xZnxGeO3. This effective doping is estimated by com
paring the measuredTSP and/or TN with the findings in
Cu12xZnxGeO3, i.e., for our CuGe12ySiyO3 crystals xeff

.3y.
For our measurements of the linear coefficients of

thermal expansiona5(1/L)DL/DT (L is the length of the
sample! at fixed magnetic field as well as for the measu
ments of the magnetostriction, i.e., the field-induced len
changes (1/L)DL(H) at fixed temperature, a high-resolutio
capacitance dilatometer described in Ref. 43 was used. M
suring these macroscopic length changes on a single cr
in a given direction allows to extract the normalized te
perature and field dependence of the corresponding la
constant with very high resolution.43 Even the small effects
due to the magnetoelastic coupling in the U phase are cle
resolved from both the thermal expansion49 and the
magnetostriction.55,44

In all reported measurements, the magnetic field was
plied parallel to the measuring direction. Data were record
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for all three lattice directions of the orthorhombic structu
In all cases the anisotropy is similar to that found in pu
CuGeO3.49,55 In particular, there is no qualitative differenc
between the findings parallel~c! and perpendicular to the
AFM chains. Here we will mainly present results along thea
axis, i.e.,aa and Da(H)/a, which we have also shown in
detail for pure CuGeO3 in previous publications.43,41 Some
representative data for the other lattice and field orientati
are shown in addition, in order to demonstrate the similar

The specific heat of the crystal doped with 1.4% Zn w
measured in fields ranging between 0 and 16 T applied a
the c direction, using a quasiadiabatic heat pulse meth
The relative resolution~scatter of the data! of the calorimeter
is better than.0.5%, whereas the error in the absolute v
ues is slightly larger (.1%).

III. ZERO-FIELD DATA: DOPING-INDUCED SOLITONS

In Fig. 1 we show the thermal expansion of the latti
constanta for pure CuGeO3 and three Zn-doped crystals
The drastic influence of the Zn doping on the SP transitio
obvious. The transition temperature reduces upon dop
with a rate of about (DTSP/Dx)/TSP(0).15 in agreement
with other observations in Cu12xZnxGeO3.64,5,14Besides this
well-known decrease ofTSP, there is a drastic influence o
the Zn doping on the anomalies ofaa . For small doping
amounts, i.e.,x50.66% andx51.4%, aa still shows a
well-defined phase transition. The anomaly size, howe
strongly decreases with increasing Zn concentration. For
sample with the largest concentration (x53.3%), the SPT is
hardly visible. A closer inspection ofaa , as well as the field
dependence shown below, clearly reveals a SP-like phas
this sample, too. However, a well-defined transition tempe
ture in the thermodynamic sense does not exist anym
Instead the anomalous decrease ofaa occurs in a wide tem-
perature range.

Whereas the anomaly ofaa at TSP is reduced, a secon
anomaly of the thermal expansion develops at low temp
tures, which is connected with the transition to long-ran
AFM order.53 In the sample withx53.3% this transition at
TN.4.5 K is apparent. Precursors of this second transi
are also visible for thex51.4% sample~see below!. Note

FIG. 1. Thermal-expansion coefficient along thea direction for
Cu12xZnxGeO3 crystals with different Zn contents given in the fig
ure.
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that the large anomaly ofaa at TN signals a pronounced
coupling between the AFM order and lattice strains.

In order to analyze the strong decrease of the anomal
aa at the SPT upon doping, we consider the spontane
strainse, i.e., the differences of the lattice constants in the
and U phases. These are obtained by integration of the
ference between measured and extrapolatedaa as shown,
e.g., in Refs. 49,50,43,53,41. Since our data do not show
significant change ofaa as a function ofx above 14 K, we
use the same background for all samples. The extractede are
displayed in the left part of Fig. 2. It is apparent thate at low
temperatures shows a similar reduction due to Zn doping
the anomalies ofaa at TSP.65

As has been pointed out previously49,43,41e is closely re-
lated to the SP order parameter, i.e., the alternating displ
ments A5(21)lA0 of the atoms in the D phase. Both
Landau expansion of the free energy as well as a compar
with neutron-diffraction data reveal thate is proportional to
the square of the structural dimerization, i.e.,e(T,H)
}A2(T,H).43 Note that such a strain order parameter co
pling is quite usual at structural phase transitions, signal
e.g., a small anharmonicity of the lattice. The simple scal
betweene andA2 has been used to study in detail field a
temperature dependence of the SP order parameter
high-resolution dilatometry.49,50,43,41

As long as a well-defined SP transition is present,
doping does not change the temperature dependencee
significantly. This is displayed in the right part of Fig. 2
where we plote vs T in reduced scales. The same curve
obtained for the samples withx<1.4%. This scaling behav
ior is also found for the spontaneous strains of the inco
mensurate high-field phase.50,43,41,66Doping-induced defects
~for small x) as well as the nodes of the order parameter
the high-field phase do not alter the temperature depend
of e. Plotting the strain data forx53.3% in the same way
does, however, not lead to a meaningful result. The anom
is extremely broad and, as a consequence, the curvatu
the e vs T curve is different for temperatures above abou
K. Moreover, at low temperature the data forx53.3% are
dominated by the anomaly at the AFM order.

For a homogeneous structural distortion in the dimeriz
phase,e scales with the SP order-parameter square as m

FIG. 2. Left: Spontaneous strains of the lattice constanta as
obtained from the data in Fig. 1 after subtraction of a concentra
independent extrapolation of the high-temperature behavior. Ri
Same data, plotted in reduced scales.
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tioned above. However, a homogeneous dimerization is v
unlikely in the case of doped compounds, since the Zn i
cut the antiferromagnetic chains into segments. Theore
treatments, which are supported by recentmSR studies,19

show that due to these defects, local AFM correlations
velop. Simultaneously, the SP order parameter is locally s
pressed. Solitonlike defects of the dimerization occur.21–31

Thus the dimerization amplitudeA varies spatially. The mac
roscopic quantitye does not reveal any direct information o
this variation, since it measures the spatial average^A2&.
However, theoretical predictions for the defect structure
be easily compared to the measurements of^A2& ~see, e.g.,
Ref. 41!.

As shown by Mostovoy and Khomskii, one soliton deve
ops in each chain segment with an odd number of Cu at
in a strictly one-dimensional system.22,23 The spatial dis-
placements of the atoms close to the defect are describe

A~ l !5~21! lA0 tanhS lc

j D , ~1!

wherec denotes the lattice constant along the chain dir
tion, l is the site index, andj is the correlation length~soliton
width! which is of the order of 10c in the case of
CuGeO3.19,21–23,29,30In the limit of low soliton densitŷ A2&
decreases linearly with increasing defect concentration (nS),
i.e., ^A2&/^A2(x50)&5122nSj/c. If solitons occur only in
odd chain segments, i.e.,nS.0.5x, one expects a 10% re
duction of ^A2& for 1% Zn doping. Apparently, the exper
mentally observed decrease ofe is much stronger. Tha
means that the number of solitons is larger than that obta
in a strictly one-dimensional treatment, since there is no r
son to assume the extremely large soliton width ofj530c.

Again following Mostovoy and Khomskii, a larger num
ber of solitons is expected when taking into account an
terchain coupling which may originate, e.g., from the co
pling of structural deformations in neighboring chains~see
also Ref. 30!. This interchain coupling ’’pins’’ the spin de
fects to the Zn atoms and consequently one obtainsnS.x. A
similar case has been previously considered by Fukuy
et al.,21 assuming defects at the doped atom. Again, b
descriptions yield a tanh shape of the structural defect
low doping. In order to consider also higher soliton conce
trations, the spatial displacements are described in Ref. 2

A~ l ,nS!5~21! lA0k snS lc

kj
,kD , ~2!

where sn(x8,k) is a Jacobi elliptic function of modulusk,
which is determined by the intersoliton distanced51/nS .

As shown in Fig. 3, a reasonable agreement between
data and Eq.~2! is obtained for a soliton width ofj
.13.6c, which has been inferred from x-ray-diffraction da
for the soliton lattice in the incommensurate high-field pha
of pure CuGeO3.38 This absolute value ofj revealing the
best description of our data crucially depends on the ac
racy of the Zn content, whereas the qualitative picture d
not. For example, taking the larger nominal Zn concen
tions would give a comparable agreement forj.10c. Note
that we have also added in Fig. 3 two data points measu
on Si-doped crystals.53 Assumingxeff53y ~see above! these
ry
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data are also fairly well described, i.e., Zn- and Si-dop
crystals with the sameTSP and/orTN exhibit a similar^A2&
at low temperatures.

Figure 3 indicates a good agreement between our exp
mental findings and a theory assuming defect-induced s
tons at each doped Zn atom. We mention, however, that
have assumed a particular spatial shape of the solitons.
spatial modulation ofA, as described by Eq.~2!, is periodic,
i.e., instead of random there are periodic positions of the
atoms. However, as long as the overlap of the solitons is
very large, this simplification is not crucial for the result
the averagê A2& considered here. Equation~2! contains a
second approximation. The suppression of the order par
eter is assumed to be symmetric with respect to the nod
the order parameter. If, however, the pinning of the solito
at the defects is important, as suggested by the numbe
solitons, this symmetry is questionable. The spatial shap
the suppressed dimerization depends on the distance bet
the soliton and the Zn defect, which is determined by
effective interchain coupling and probably changes with d
ing due to the decrease of^A2& ~see, also, Ref. 30!. Unfor-
tunately, there are—to our knowledge—no correspond
theoretical predictions of the shape of the solitons, wh
could be compared quantitatively to our data.

In Fig. 4 we plote at low temperature as a function o
TSP, where both axes are normalized to the correspond
values found in pure CuGeO3. Since the doping concentra
tion is not important in this kind of representation, the da
measured on Si-doped crystals can be added without
scaling. Indeed, the results for Si- and Zn-doped compou
fall on a common line when plottinge as a function ofTSP,
as indicated above.

Superimposed to the data there are two lines in Fig
Apparently, a straight line reveals an almost perfect,
purely phenomenological description of the experimen
findings. The slope of this line corresponds to.2.3, i.e.,
^A2& decreases about 2.3 times stronger upon doping t
TSP. Describing the data with this linear dependence lea
however, to a rather strange result. As visible in Fig. 4

FIG. 3. Normalized low-temperature spontaneous strain a
function of effective doping for Zn and Si-doped CuGeO3. The
solid ~dashed! line corresponds to a calculation assuming Eq.~2!
with a correlation length ofj513.6 ~10! lattice constantsc.
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6890 PRB 59B. BÜCHNER et al.
straight line extrapolates toTSP.0.56TSP(x50).8 K. The
ordering temperature seems to remain high, while the a
age order parameter at zero temperature vanishes. Rem
ably, this strange description is reminiscent of various
perimental studies of the (x,T) phase diagrams of dope
CuGeO3.64,4,6,10,14,11,12In none of these studies has a sp
Peierls transition with aTSP below about 8 K been found.

We stress, however, that the straight line in Fig. 4 do
not imply a linear decrease ofTSP from 14.3 down to 8 K
with increasingx. As visible in Fig. 3, a linear decrease ofe
is only present for small doping. For larger concentratio
the decrease ofe strongly reduces as expected from the so
ton picture, since the solitons start to overlap. Therefo
assuming a linear dependence betweenTSP and e as sug-
gested by the straight line in Fig. 4 and calculatinge(x) from
Eq. ~2!, yields a linear decrease ofTSP only for low doping
(x&2%). For larger x, however, TSP saturates and ap
proaches very slowly the minimumTSP.8 K with increas-
ing x.

At first glance, this seems to be in striking discrepan
with the (x,T) phase diagrams reported from susceptibil
measurements, which only show a linear decrease
TSP.4,6,14,5,10However, in the magnetic susceptibility the si
natures of the SP transition disappear already at rather
doping.4,6,14,5,10For example, a recent susceptibility study
Cu12xZnxGeO3, which was performed on identically pre
pared and characterized single crystals, reveals no SPT
x53.3%.14 For the same concentration our data show
broad crossover phenomenon to a SP-like state which occ
however, at a rather large temperature of about 9.5 K. N
that this value is much larger than that obtained from
extrapolation of the linear decrease at smallx, revealing
TSP&7.5 K.

Remarkably, the phase boundary which is obtained, if
assume Eq.~2! and the straight line in Fig. 4, has also be
reported in the literature. It is essentially identical to th
extracted from neutron diffraction on Cu12xZnxGeO3 in

FIG. 4. Normalized low-temperature spontaneous strain
doped CuGeO3 as a function of the normalized SP transition te
perature. The dashed line is a guide to the eye and the solid
corresponds toe}TSP

3 ~see text!.
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Refs. 11,12. However, in our opinion, the correspond
phase boundary between the U and the low-tempera
phase, which is present up to high Zn contents, should no
interpreted as aTSP(x). From our raw data in Fig. 1 it is
apparent that the shape of anomalies changes drasti
upon doping. Whereasa shows rather well defined SPT’s fo
smallx, the data for the sample withx53.3% signal a broad
crossover to a ‘‘SP’’-like state. It is the characteristic tem
perature of the crossover phenomenon, which remains h
and replaces theTSPof a SPT in a thermodynamic sense. T
latter clearly does not exist anymore forx53.3%. Such a
change from a SPT to a gradual crossover into a SP-like s
has also been anticipated from recent ultrasou
measurements.58 Moreover, this description is supported by
recent neutron-diffraction study, which confirms the appe
ance of weak superstructure reflections at high dop
levels.67 However, according to this study these small a
broad peaks have to be attributed to short-range order
nomena.

Taking into account that the meaning of theTSP given in
Fig. 4 changes at high doping, and therefore considering o
the concentration range with rather well-defined SPT, off
an alternative interpretation of the data. As shown by
solid line, the data forx,3.3% are also well described b
the power laŵ A2&}TSP

3 . We emphasize that this cubic de
pendence is not purely phenomenological. It is related to
theoretical results for a SPT with homogeneous dimerizat
Both the theory of Cross and Fisher34 as well as numerica
calculations for frustrated chains68 yield that the (T50)
dimerizationA of the magnetic exchange scales with the s
gapD at zero temperature viauAu2/3}D. Moreover, it is rea-
sonable to assume thatTSP is proportional toD(0), since the
experimentally observed gap ratios 2D(0)/kBTSPare close to
the BCS value of 3.52 for SP compounds. Taking into
count these results leads to the following scaling betw
TSP ande at zero temperature:

e~T50!}A2~T50!}D3~T50!}TSP
3 . ~3!

This scaling corresponds to our findings in doped CuGe3
for small x, if we replaceA2 by its spatial averagêA2&.
Thus, our data suggest that the scaling between the ave
dimerization andTSP does not significantly differ from tha
in a homogeneous SP compound as long as a well-defi
SPT is present.69 Knowing the scaling between the low
temperaturê A2& andTSP, we can quantitatively derive the
reduction ofTSP as a function ofx in a very simple way.
Once the correlation lengthj is known, the microscopic soli-
ton picture predictse(x,T→0) ~see Fig. 3!. TSP is then ob-
tained from the scalingTSP}@e(T→0)#1/3 as well. Thus, a
theoretical explanation of the scaling between^A2& andTSP,
i.e.. the justification of our extension of the Cross-Fisher
sult to doped systems, simultaneously reveals a quantita
theoretical explanation ofTSP(x) in Zn-doped CuGeO3.

IV. THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
OF Cu0.986Zn0.014GeO3 IN EXTERNAL FIELDS

A. Thermal expansion of Cu0.986Zn0.014GeO3

Figure 5 shows the thermal-expansion coefficientaa of
the sample with a Zn contentx51.4% measured in externa
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fields between 0 and 16 T. ForH,10 T the transition tem-
perature decreases with increasing field, whereas the siz
the anomaly does not change strongly. Qualitatively, th
findings at low fields compare well with those reported
pure CuGeO3.43 Pronounced differences are, howev
present at higher fields. In the Zn-doped compound
anomaly at the SP transition drastically broadens for fie
above 10 T. Following the above discussion of the dop
dependence, these data on the Zn-doped compound re
some evidence for a change from a rather well-defined S
in zero field to a short-range order phenomenon in high m
netic fields. In particular, this pronounced additional broa
ening of the transition occurring in high fields, is obvious
not a consequence of sample inhomogeneities, but repre
an ‘‘intrinsic’’ property of doped CuGeO3.

Besides this broadening, a further surprising finding
apparent from Fig. 5. In high fields, a second rather sh
anomaly occurs at low temperatures signaling the deve
ment of long-range AFM order. Note the similarity to th
zero-field data at higher doping. Unfortunately, our measu
ments are restricted to temperatures above about 2.5 K
we cannot follow the field dependence ofTN at lower fields.
A pronounced increase ofTN in high magnetic field is, how-
ever, apparent from our data. It is worthwhile mentioni
that the magnetic field is applied along thea axis in our
experiments. Thus, the unusual field dependence ofTN is not
related to the spin-flop transition which only occurs for fiel
parallel toc ~Refs. 4,58,56,6! ~see below!.

FIG. 5. Thermal-expansion coefficient along thea axis of
Cu0.986Zn0.014GeO3 for different magnetic fields given in the figure
Curves are shifted by 231026/K for clarity.
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Investigating the low-field and low-temperature data
more detail reveals precursors of the low-temperat
anomaly due to AFM order also in zero field. This can
extracted from Fig. 6, where the spontaneous strains der
from the data in Fig. 5 are displayed for some representa
magnetic fields. ForH50,e decreases slightly with decrea
ing temperature below about 4 K or, equivalently, the
thermal-expansion coefficient increases with decreasing t
perature below 4 K as shown in the inset of Fig. 6. Both
observations strongly suggest the proximity of a further
dering phenomenon, sincea has to approach 0 atT50 for
general thermodynamic reasons. Moreover, the behavio
H50 is qualitatively very similar to the findings in hig
fields where the second phase transition is apparent. In
trast to the data in zero and high fields, no anomalous lo
temperature behavior is present in the thermal expan
and/or the spontaneous strain at intermediate fields 4
,H&10 T. Thus, the data suggest a nonmonotonous fi
dependence of the AFM instability. Whereas small magne
fields suppress long-range magnetic order, a strong incr
of TN is found, if the field exceeds;10 T.

Neglecting the additional anomaly due to AFM order, t
field dependence ofe found in the Zn-doped compound com
pares well to that in pure CuGeO3.43 For fields smaller than
H.10 T, the spontaneous strain extrapolates to a ne
field-independent zero-temperature value. Further increa
the magnetic field leads to a drastic decrease ofe in a rather
narrow field range followed by a weaker decrease for fie
above about 12 T. This field dependence ofe is related to the
field-driven transition from the dimerized to the incomme
surate phase, which will be discussed in detail below in
context of the magnetostriction data.

B. Specific heat of Cu0.986Zn0.014GeO3

In Fig. 7 the specific heat of the Zn-doped crystal w
x51.4% is shown. The strong suppression of the spec
heat anomaly at the SPT with increasing field is appare
Anomalies due to AFM order are not found in the ent
temperature and field range. At first glance this is very s
prising, since the thermal expansion in high magnetic fie
which was measured on the same crystal, shows c

FIG. 6. Spontaneous strains of the lattice constanta for different
magnetic fields given in the figure. Inset: Thermal-expansion co
ficient at low temperatures for some representative magnetic fie
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6892 PRB 59B. BÜCHNER et al.
anomalies. One reason is the different orientation of
magnetic field which was applied parallel to thec axis in the
specific-heat measurements, leading to a slightly smallerTN
~see below!. In addition we have, however, to conclude th
the anomalies of the specific heat due to AFM in high m
netic fields are much smaller than those ofa. Therefore no
precursors of the corresponding anomaly are observ
which are clearly present ina for the same field orientation
and temperature range~see Fig. 13 below!. Note, that a simi-
lar conclusion can also be drawn from the data recently
ported for a Si-doped CuGeO3 crystal with a slightly higher
TN .45,46

The suppression of the specific-heat anomaly at the S
as a function ofH is very large. The size of the anoma
reduces already forH<8 T and, even for this moderat
fields, there is a pronounced broadening of the transit
The width of the anomaly further increases continuou
with increasingH. For H>10 T it is not possible to extrac
a well-definedTSP from the specific-heat data. An anoma
due to a broadened SPT is, however, visible when plot
C/T vs T as shown in the inset of Fig. 7. Comparison of t
anomalies of the thermal expansion and the specific h
reveals no qualitative differences in the high-field ran
Both quantities indicate a crossover behavior instead o
well-defined SPT which is signaled atH50. However, a
quite different field dependence of both, size and shape
the anomalies is found at intermediate fields. Whereasa sig-
nals a sharp transition forH58 T, the specific-hea
anomaly measured on the same sample is already stro
reduced and broadened compared to that forH50.70 It is

FIG. 7. Specific heat of Cu0.986Zn0.014GeO3 measured in differ-
ent magnetic fields (Hic) given in the figure. Curves are shifted b
0.4 J/mole K for clarity. Inset:C/T vs T for three representative
magnetic fields.
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worthwhile mentioning that a similar difference is observ
in the concentration dependence of the anomalies in z
field.53

A possible origin of these different field dependences
the different degrees of freedom which are relevant for
thermal expansion and specific-heat anomalies.Da is deter-
mined mainly by the structural order parameter, i.e., the
tice dimerization, whose zero temperature value har
changes for fields below the D/I transition, since it is main
a property of the nonmagnetic ground state. The specific-h
anomaly is closely related to the decrease of the magn
entropy related to the spin gap. In contrast to the latt
dimerization, the spin gapD markedly decreases with in
creasingH due to the Zeeman splitting of the triplet state

The relevance of different degrees of freedom fora on
the one andC on the other hand is also seen from the lo
temperature behavior. There is a drastic change ofC upon
doping, indicating a drastic doping dependence of the l
energy excitation spectrum in the D phase. This is appa
when comparing the specific heat of pure and dop
CuGeO3. As shown in Fig. 8, the specific heat forx51.4%
is about one order of magnitude larger than that of CuGe3
at the lowest temperature of our measurements (;2.3 K). It
is well known that C forx50 ~andH50) is well described
by the sum of a usual phonon contributionbT3

FIG. 8. Upper panel: Temperature dependence of the l
temperature specific heat of pure CuGeO3 ~open symbols! and
Cu0.986Zn0.014GeO3 ~closed symbols! for three magnetic fields given
in the figure. Lower panel: Magnetic-field dependence of the s
cific heat of pure CuGeO3 ~open symbols! and Cu0.986Zn0.014GeO3

~closed symbols! for different temperatures given in the figure.
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(b.0.3 mJ/mole K4) and an activated behavio
@exp(2D/T)#, representing the magnetic singlet triplet e
citations~see, e.g.. Ref. 50!. A similar description is impos-
sible for the Zn-doped compounds~see, also, Ref. 53!. Since
the Debye-like phonon contribution does not change sign
cantly for such small Zn concentrations, a drastic increas
the magnetic excitations in the dimerized phase is infer
from the much larger low-temperature specific heat~see,
also, Ref. 71!. A possible origin of these additional excita
tions is obvious from the soliton picture mentioned abo
Close to the doping-induced defects, ‘‘loose’’ spins a
AFM correlations develop which are responsible for the N´el
ordering occurring at low temperatures. It is straightforwa
to attribute the additional specific heatCdop to these degree
of freedom. Note that these additional low-energy exc
tions, which cause an additional specific heat upon dop
are also found in several theoretical studies of disordered
systems.24,25

In order to extract the temperature dependence ofCdop
one has to separate it from the usual spin excitations in
spin-Peierls phase. Besides the additional doping-indu
excitations, there are singlet triplet excitations related to
~pseudo! gap in the excitation spectrum. In order to illustra
the significance of these two contributions we compare
magnetic-field dependences ofC for x50 andx51.4% in
the lower part of Fig. 8. At low temperatures C hard
changes withH in the doped compound, whereas a pr
nounced increase is present in the dimerized phase of
CuGeO3. The latter obviously arises from the decrease of
singlet triplet gap.

The absence of a corresponding increase forx51.4%
confirms that the low-temperature specific heat is domina
by excitations which differ from the singlet triplet excita
tions. Moreover, the field independence of the totalC implies
that there are two compensating field dependences, i.e.,Cdop
decreases with increasing field. The importance of this fi
dependence for the total specific heat vanishes at higher
peratures. AtT54.5 K,C for x50 andx51.4% exhibit the
same qualitative behavior as a function ofH. Both increase
strongly as expected from the decrease of the singlet tri
~pseudo! gap. In the doped compound this increase ofC is
even larger by a factor of about 1.5 due to a smallerH50
~pseudo! gap which has to be compared to theH-dependent
Zeeman energy.

Similarities of the specific heat forx50 andx51.4% are
also observed when comparing the temperature depende
Though the absolute value ofC is much larger in the doped
compound, the temperature derivatives ofC are similar for
x50 and x51.4%, indicating thatCdop does not change
strongly as a function ofT ~see the data forH50 in Fig. 8!.
This can be used to separate the different contributions tC.
Indeed, investigating the temperature derivatives ofC, it is
possible to resolve clear consequences of the singlet tr
~pseudo! gap for x51.4%. A corresponding analysis
shown in the left part of Fig. 9. In order to obtain the ma
netic contributionCmag, we have subtracted the phonon co
tribution bT3(b50.3 mJ/moleK4) determined for pure
CuGeO3. Assuming a sum of two contributions toCmag of
the form

Cmag5ge2D/T1Cdop, ~4!
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whereD denotes the singlet triplet~pseudo! gap andg is a
constant, implies for the temperature derivative

]Cmag

]T
5g

D

T2
e2D/T1

]Cdop

]T
. ~5!

As displayed in Fig. 9, the quantityT2]Cmag/]T follows a
straight line in an Arrhenius plot for temperatures belo
about 6 K. This is the behavior expected from Eq.~5!, if Cdop
~and D) does not change strongly withT. A gap of D
.18 K is obtained from the slope in the Arrhenius plo
Thus, according to this analysis, the reduction of the g
upon dopingD(x51.4%)/D(x50).0.8 agrees well with
the reduction ofTSP. Moreover, the temperature rangeT
&TSP/2, showing the simple activated behavior forx
51.4%, compares well to that found in pure CuGeO3.50

Note that at higher temperatures the decrease ofD causes an
enhanced specific heat. From the linear fit in the left part
Fig. 9 it is also possible to extractg.2J/mole K which is
reduced compared to the value found in the pure compo
~3.6 J/mole K!.

Since we have now a reasonable description of the s
cific heat due to the singlet triplet excitations which w
obtained without any assumption forCdop, it is possible to
separate the different contributions to the specific heat in
Zn-doped crystal. The result is shown in the right part of F
9. At low temperaturesCdop;0.05 J/mole K is by far the
largest contribution, whereas the temperature dependenc
C is determined in the entire temperature range by the
other contributions. Unfortunately, the above analysis is
possible forC in high fields, since corresponding data o
CuGeO3 show, that there are strong deviations from a sim
activated behavior for the singlet triplet excitations. Ho
ever, from our interpretation of theH50 data and the ob-
served field independence of the totalC, it is apparent that
external fields strongly suppressCdop, since the singlet trip-
let gap decreases. Comparing the field dependence ofC mea-

FIG. 9. Left: Arrhenius plot ofT2]C/]T in Cu0.986Zn0.014GeO3

~see text!. The straight line corresponds to an activated behav
with a gap ofD518 K. Right: Separation of the low-temperatu
specific heat of Cu0.986Zn0.014GeO3(s) into a sum of phonon (bT3,
dashed line!, singlet triplet~activation law, dotted line! and a dop-
ing induced contributions (d) ~see text!. The solid line corresponds
to C}T0.4 ~see text!.
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6894 PRB 59B. BÜCHNER et al.
sured for x51.4% andx50 and taking into account th
smallerD(H50) for the doped compound, one estimate
decrease ofCdop at T;2.5 K of about 30% to 50% in a field
of 10 T.

Considering a disordered quasi-one-dimensional anti
romagnet gives a possible interpretation of these findings
the one hand, it has been argued recently24,25 that solitonlike
domain walls in a SP system and Heisenberg chains w
random exchange constants yield a similar low-energy d
sity of states which determines the thermodynamic proper
at low temperatures. On the other hand, it is well known t
random magnetic exchange parameters cause unusual
perature and field dependences of the magnetization and
specific heat72 ~see also the application to disordered SP s
tems in Refs. 24,25,16!. In particular, in the low-field and
low-temperature range, the magnetic susceptibility is
scribed by a power lawx}T2n with an exponentn,1. This
temperature dependence interpolates between that of on
mensional chains with homogeneous J, leading tox
→const, and the behavior of noninteracting spins with a C
rie susceptibility (n51). In a system with a randomJ and a
distribution functionW(J)→0 for J→0 the divergence ofx
still exists, but the increase is smaller than in the case of
spins, leading to the above-mentioned power law withn
,1.

The exponentn measuring the disorder determines a
the field and temperature dependences ofC. Bulaevskiiet al.
find72

C~T,H50!}T12n for T→0,

C~T,H !}TS gmBH

kB
D 2n

for
gmBH

kBT
@1. ~6!

Taking a disorder parametern.0.6, these results reproduc
the strong field dependence ofCdop estimated from our data
Moreover, the weak temperature dependence ofCdop above 2
K is also consistent with this value ofn as indicated in Fig.
9. We mention that our measurements of the magnetic
ceptibility confirm this description~see also Ref. 16!. How-
ever, an unambiguous determination ofn is impossible, since
there are again several contributions. Nevertheless, the
culations for a disordered quasi-one-dimensional antife
magnet reveal a reasonable explanation of the strangeT and
H dependences ofCdop in the D phase in agreement with th
theoretical predictions.24,25 However, we emphasize that ou
data neither allow us to determine unambiguously the co
sponding temperature dependences nor to extract precise
ues of the disorder parametern. On the one hand, the avai
able temperature range (TN,T&TSP/2) is too small. On the
other hand, it is difficult to separate the different contrib
tions present in both,C andx.

Finally, we shortly comment on a further difference b
tween the field dependences of the specific heat forx50 and
x51.4%, respectively. At the transition field (HD/I) to the
incommensurate phase, the low-temperature specific hea
creases in pure CuGeO3, whereas it increases in the dope
compound~see Fig. 8!. In the D phase there is a largeCmag
due to the singlet triplet excitations, sinceD is strongly re-
duced forH.HD/I . The character of the low-lying excita
tions changes when entering the I phase in pure CuGe3.
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Here,Cmag follows a simpleT3 law50 due to a new gaples
‘‘phason’’ mode, which appears as a consequence of
regular periodic incommensurate modulation of th
dimerization.73 Related to this change of the excitation
Cmag as well as the magnetic entropy measuring the ‘‘ma
netic disorder’’ decrease atHD/I in pure CuGeO3 for 2 K
&T&8 K. In contrast, this ‘‘magnetic disorder’’ increase
at HD/I in the Zn-doped crystal.

C. Magnetostriction of Cu0.986Zn0.014GeO3:
The D/I phase transition

The two properties investigated so far, i.e., the therm
expansion and the specific heat, do not allow for a deta
study of the field-induced transition from the dimerized
the incommensurate phase. This is possible by measuring
magnetostriction, i.e., the field dependence of the lattice c
stant at a fixed temperature. In Fig. 10 the results of th
measurements along thea axis (Da/a) of the Zn-doped crys-
tal with x51.4% are displayed. Below about 8 K a sharp
decrease of the lattice constant occurs, signaling a first-o
phase transition at a fieldHD/I.11 T, which does not
change strongly as a function of temperature. At higher te
peratures this jumplike decrease disappears and ins
anomalies due to the continuous phase transition between
dimerized and the uniform phase are present for temperat
T<TSP(0).11.5 K. In this temperature range both, th
transition fields as well as the total magnetostriction stron
decrease with increasingT. For temperatures aboveTSP(0)
there are no phase transitions. The lattice constant now
creases with increasingH due to the magnetoelastic couplin
in the uniform phase.55,44,43

The magnetostriction of the Zn-doped compound sho
many similarities with that of pure CuGeO3, which is dis-
cussed in detail in Ref. 44. The size of the anomalies
reduced due to the smaller spontaneous strain, which
closely related to the magnetostriction43,41 below TSP(H
50). This relationship reads

FIG. 10. Magnetostriction of the lattice constanta in
Cu0.986Zn0.014GeO3 measured at different temperatures given in t
figure.
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e~H,T!5
Da

a
~T,H !2

Da

a
~T0 ,H !, ~7!

where T0 denotes a temperature larger thanTSP(H50).
Thus, the additional magnetostriction in the spin-Peie
phase measurese(H).43 The differences of the spontaneo
strains in Zn-doped and pure CuGeO3 imply also a different
magnetostriction. At low temperatures, e.g., atT53 K, a
pronounced increase of the lattice constant is observed in
dimerized phase with increasingH. This magnetostriction is
a consequence of the suppression of the Ne´el order which we
have inferred above from the field dependence ofa and e
~see Fig. 6!. Similarly, the decrease of the lattice consta
due to the AFM order in the I phase leads to an additio
contribution to the magnetostriction at the D/I transition
very low temperatures. We mention that other findings fr
the thermal-expansion data, as, e.g., the broadening o
U/I transitions, are also confirmed by the magnetostrict
measurements, when analyzing the data according to Eq~7!.

We turn now to the field-driven D/I transition which can
not be studied in detail measuring the thermal expansion
has been pointed out in several theoretical treatments, im
rities are important for the discussion of this phase transit
It is, for example, argued that the pinning of solitons due
defects might be the origin of the first-order nature of the
transition usually observed.74,2 The first-order transition
leads to an hysteresis of the magnetostriction and, there
the data in Fig. 10 which were measured with increas
field slightly differ from those obtained with decreasing fie
as displayed in Fig. 11. With increasing field the transition
observed at higher fields on the one hand. On the other h
the change of the lattice constant occurs in a much sma
field range, i.e., the D/I transition upon increasingH is much
sharper than the I/D transition upon decreasingH. Both ob-
servations are qualitatively explained, if we assume a p
ning potential for the field induced structural modulation
the I phase. We emphasize that these hysteresis loops m

FIG. 11. ~a! Magnetostriction of Cu0.986Zn0.014GeO3 measured
along thea direction atT53.5 K with increasing (s) and decreas-
ing (d) field. ~b!–~d! Field derivatives of the lattice constanta
measured with increasing (s) and decreasing (d) fields at differ-
ent temperatures given in the figure.~e! Transition fields as deter
mined from the peaks of the field derivatives of the lattice cons
a measured with increasing (s) and decreasing (d) fields.
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edly differ from those observed in pure CuGeO3, where the
widths of the D/I and I/D transitions do not diffe
significantly.44

Further differences between pure and doped CuGeO3 are
revealed, when comparing the sizes of the field hyster
and their temperature dependences. From the peaks o
field derivatives of the lattice constant~see Fig. 11! we have
extracted the transition fieldsHD/I for increasing and de-
creasing H, respectively. At low temperature an hystere
DHD/I of about 0.5 T is obtained which is more than a fac
of two larger than in pure CuGeO3. With increasing tempera
ture,DHD/I decreases strongly and forT*6 K the peaks in
the field derivatives of the lattice constant revealDHD/I
.0. There is, however, still a small hysteresis of the mag
tostriction close to the phase transition. As shown in F
11~c! the transition atT57 K upon decreasing field is stil
slightly broader, whereas at higher temperatures, e.g.,T
58.5 K @Fig. 11~d!#, no hysteresis is resolved.

The D/I phase boundary, as extracted from the magn
striction, is also shown in an inset of Fig. 11. Both the te
perature dependence ofHD/I as well as that of the hysteres
which we observe in the Zn-doped crystal markedly dif
from the corresponding observations in pure CuGeO3 as will
be discussed in the next section.

V. MAGNETIC FIELD TEMPERATURE PHASE
DIAGRAMS OF Cu 12xZnxGeO3

In the preceding section we have only considered d
measured for the crystal with a Zn doping ofx51.4%. Ther-
mal expansion as a function ofH as well as magnetostriction
have also been measured for the two other compositionx
50.66% andx53.3%. For the smaller Zn content we do n
find any signatures of the AFM order in the temperatu
range of our study (T>4 K in this case!. The findings at the
SPT compare well with those reported above forx51.4%.
In Fig. 12 the corresponding phase diagram extracted fr
thermal expansion and magnetostriction data is shown.
similar to that reported by Fronzeset al. for a crystal with a
slightly smallerx.58 In the upper part of the figure we sho
our findings along thea axis for Huua. Taking into account
the slightly differentg values measured by ESR,75–77 the
same phase diagrams are obtained along the two other la
directions and field orientations, as shown in the lower p
of Fig. 12. Note that not only the phase boundaries, but a
the field hysteresis of the D/I transition is the same for
three lattice and field directions, when plotting the data
reduced scales.

The differences between the findings at the SPT’s fox
51.4% andx50, which we have extracted from the data
the last section, are less pronounced but still present, w
comparing the data forx50.66% andx50. The U/I transi-
tions at high fields are again significantly broader than
U/D transitions at low fields~see below!. Moreover, the find-
ings at the field-driven D/I transition forx50.66% smoothly
interpolate between those forx50 and x51.4%. At low
temperatures the field hysteresis forHuua amounts to 0.35 T,
whereas 0.15 and 0.5 T are observed forx50 ~Ref. 44! and
x51.4%, respectively. A similar systematic trend as a fun
tion of doping is found, when comparing the temperatu
dependence ofDHD/I . For x50.66% we findDHD/I.0 at

t
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6896 PRB 59B. BÜCHNER et al.
temperatures above 8 K. For the higher Zn content, the
boundaries merge already atT&6 K, whereas in pure
CuGeO3 the magnetostriction reveals a finiteDHD/I up to
the Lifshitz point atT.11 K.44 Thus, the hysteresis of th
D/I transition systematically changes with increasing
doping. It is worthwhile mentioning that the difference
noted for the D/I phase boundary, which systematically
velop as a function ofx in Cu12xZnxGeO3, are also found
when comparing the findings in pure CuGeO3 with those in
the organic SP systems MEM(TNQ)2 ~Ref. 78! and
TTF-CuBDT.79 In the latter theDHD/I are much larger a
low temperatures (.0.1HD/I) and disappear for temperature
well below the Lifshitz point. In contrast the hysteresis at t
D/I transition observed in a third organic SP compoun
TTF-AuBDT, is very small.42 In Ref. 80 it was suggested t
attribute these differences observed for the different orga
SP compounds to a pinning of solitons at defects. This in
pretation is strongly supported by our findings on Zn-dop
CuGeO3 which clearly show a systematic increase of t
hysteresis at low temperature with increasing number of
fects.

We turn now to the phase diagram of the crystal with a
doping ofx51.4% which is shown in Fig. 13. In the prece

FIG. 12. Magnetic-field temperature phase diagram
Cu0.9934Zn0.0066GeO3 as determined from thermal expansion a
magnetostriction~MS!. Upper panel:Hia. Inset: D/I phase bound
ary on an extended scale as determined upon increasing~—–! and
decreasing (h) fields . Lower panel: Phase diagram obtained alo
the three lattice directions and field orientations plotted in redu
scales. Theg values are taken from ESR measurements~Refs. 75–
77!.
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n

ing sections we have shown the data obtained along tha
direction of the crystal forHuua. The findings along the two
other directions are very similar, when taking into accou
the differentg values. For the phase boundaries related to
SPT there is no resolvable difference as in the case ox
50.66%. Moreover, other observations described for the
tice constanta in the preceeding sections are also found
the other lattice and field orientations.

The pronounced additional broadening of the U/I tran
tion does occur for all three lattice directions, as shown
the representative data in the upper part of Fig. 13. Mo
over, forH50 the low-temperature thermal expansion of
lattice constants indicates a further phase transition be
.2 K, i.e., thea i do not approach 0. This additional con
tribution is suppressed in moderate fields. The behavior
find for the AFM order observable at high fields is also qua
tatively the same for all three lattice directions. However,
Hic our data show only the high-temperature part of t
corresponding anomaly atH516 T ~see upper part of Fig
13!, signaling a slightly smallerTN than for the two other
field orientations. This smallerTN is most likely related to
the spin-flop transition which is known to occur in the AF
phase for this field orientation, since thec axis is the easy
axis of the magnetization.4,58,56,6 In the case of thex
51.4% sample we cannot directly see this transition due
the limited temperature range of our experiment. For samp

f

g
d

FIG. 13. Upper panel: Thermal expansion of Cu0.986Zn0.014GeO3

along theb ~left! and thec direction for three representative field
Lower panel: (H,T) phase diagram of Cu0.986Zn0.014GeO3 as de-
rived from the thermal expansion and the magnetostriction of thb
axis forHib.TN is smaller than the lowest temperature accessible
our experiment for fields below 10 T. The dotted line shown in t
field range represents an upper boundary forTN .
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with larger TN , we find this spin-flop transition at field
below .1.5 T applied parallel to thec axis in agreemen
with several other studies of doped CuGeO3.4,58,56,6Neglect-
ing this small field anisotropy of the AFM ordered sta
which is apparently related to small corrections to the iso
pic Heisenberg exchange, we observe the same behavio
all three lattice directions. Antiferromagnetism is strong
enhanced in an external field which is large enough to ind
the incommensurate modulation. Moreover, note the op
site signs of the anomalies atTN and TSP present for all
lattice directions. Both observations indicate a relations
between the dimerization and the AFM order which we w
discuss in detail below.

Concerning the SPT, the phase diagrams for the Zn-do
compounds (x50.66% andx51.4%) show the expecte
features in agreement with several previous studies of
field temperature phase diagrams of dop
CuGeO3.59,56,45,46,58In Fig. 14 we compare quantitatively th
phase diagrams forx50 andx51.4%. Normalizing the field
and temperature axis to the zero-fieldTSP we find essentially
the same U/D phase boundary. This corresponds to the
oretical prediction of a universal SP phase diagram.33,35 In-
deed, the experimental U/D phase boundaries in both, p
and doped CuGeO3, do agree well with the theoretical pre
diction. In an external field the D phase is observed up t
Lifshitz point (TL ,HL) with transition temperaturesTSP(0)
.TL.0.77TSP(0) independent of doping. The solid line i
Fig. 14, which apparently describes the data very well
based on the theoretical treatment of Cross.35,81 In summary,
there is no evidence that doping significantly affects the U
phase boundary. This phase boundary is determined
TSP(0) for both, homogeneous and doped SP systems.

The situation changes when investigating the ph
boundaries to the incommensurate high-field phase which

FIG. 14. Comparison of the (H,T) phase diagrams o
Cu0.986Zn0.014GeO3 ~full symbols! and CuGeO3 ~open symbols! in
reduced scales. The solid line is based on the theoretical predi
of Cross~Refs. 35,81!. Inset: Comparison of the D/I phase boun
aries in Cu0.986Zn0.014GeO3 ~closed symbols! and CuGeO3 ~open
symbols! in reduced scales.
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change upon doping. In the case of the temperature-dr
U/I transition, the main difference concerns the meaning
the phase boundary. In doped CuGeO3 this transition is
much broader than the U/D transition, whereas the U/I tr
sition remains sharp in pure CuGeO3. This field-induced ad-
ditional broadening systematically increases with dop
~see Fig. 16 below!. In the doped system there is not only
field-induced modulation of the low-temperature structu
but also a strong enhancement of disorder. The latter lead
a change from a rather well-defined SPT at low fields to
crossover phenomenon at high magnetic fields. Due to th
qualitative differences of the phase boundaries forx50 and
x51.4%, respectively, it is difficult to judge whether theTSP
follow a universal curve. In reduced scales the field dep
dence of the midpoints of the broad anomalies forx
51.4%, which are shown in Fig. 14, seems to be sligh
larger than that ofTSP for x50.

At the third phase boundary, i.e., the D/I transition, w
also find clear differences between pure and doped CuGe3.
As mentioned above the hysteresis changes systemati
with increasing Zn concentration. The phase diagram in F
14 reveals two other differences. Normalized to the cor
spondingTSP(H50), theHD/I are larger forx51.4% than
for x50, i.e.,HD/I is less suppressed upon doping thanTSP.
Moreover, the temperature dependence of the transi
fields differs. In pure CuGeO3 there is a local maximum o
HD/I at T.8 K, which leads to sequences of sharp pha
transitions as a function of temperature for magnetic fields
H.12.5 T ~see Ref. 43!, as, e.g., a re-entrance of the in
commensurate modulation with decreasingT. The phase dia-
gram shows that such D/I transitions with decreasing te
perature do not occur forx51.4% ~and x50.66% see Fig.
12!. In the doped compounds none of our measureme
which were performed after cooling in the external fie
reveals clear signatures of temperature-driven transitions
tween the D and I phases.

A local maximum of HD/I , i.e., the sign change o
]HD/I /]T, implies that the entropy jump (DS) at the D/I
transition changes sign at this temperature as well, since
quantities are related by the Clausius-Clapeyron relation

DS

DM
}2

]HD/I

]T
, ~8!

where DM denotes the jump at the magnetization. Th
means that the different temperature dependences ofHD/I in
pure and doped CuGeO3 are directly related to the qualita
tively different jumps of the specific heat atHD/I ~see Fig. 8
above!. The increase ofHD/I with decreasingT in doped
CuGeO3 shows again that in these systems the ‘‘magne
disorder’’ as measured by the entropy always increases a
D/I transition in contrast to that of pure CuGeO3. Thus, an
enhancement of disorder when entering the I phase in do
compounds is not only signaled by the broadening of the
transition, but also causes small differences in the D/I ph
boundary. This refers to the temperature dependence ofHD/I
but also to its absolute value, since the entropy affects
field dependence of the free energy~at fixed T!. Thus, the
increase of disorder at the D/I transition, occurring in dop
compounds only, gives a plausible interpretation of the lar
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HD/I , which we find when comparing the phase diagrams
doped and pure CuGeO3 in reduced scales.

Summarizing the discussion of the D/I boundary, we fi
that defects are indeed important for details of this ph
boundary, as suggested in several theoretical works.74,2,36,37

The systematic changes of both the size and shape o
field hysteresis, give evidence for a pinning of the structu
modulations at the doped defects as suggested in theore
treatments. Moreover, an enhancement of disorder within-
creasing field at fixed xseems to be a further characteris
feature when entering the I phase of doped CuGeO3. This
causes differences to the findings in the pure compound,
cerning a field dependent width ofTSP, the temperature de
pendence ofHD/I and the absolute value ofHD/I as well.

We turn now to our findings for the third Zn-dope
sample with the highest concentration ofx53.3%. This
crystal does not show a sharp SPT even inH50, but a broad
crossover to a short-range dimerized phase. Applying a m
netic field further increases the width of the transition
shown in Fig. 15~a!. Nevertheless, the characteristic field d
pendence ofa, which is related to the suppression of th
SPT, is still visible. The decrease ofaa starting at T
.11 K for H50 weakens with increasingH and shifts to
lower temperatures. We have also measured a crystal
much higher effective doping~3% Si!. In this crystal no hints
on a SPT are found, i.e., there is no increase ofaa with
increasingH ~see Fig. 16 below!. Thus, the field dependenc

FIG. 15. Upper panel: Thermal expansion (aa /T) of
Cu0.967Zn0.033GeO3 along thea axis for different magnetic fields
Left: Behavior at the crossover to the SP like state. Right: Anom
of aa at TN . Lower panel: H,T phase diagram of
Cu0.967Zn0.033GeO3 as revealed fromaa , showing the field depen
dence of the well definedTN at low temperatures and that of th
broad crossover to the SP like state at higher temperatures.
hatched area marks the field range with the strongest field de
dence ofa ~see text!.
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of aa shown in Fig. 15~a! for the 3.3% Zn-doped crysta
clearly shows remainders of the strongly suppressed S
Moreover, the field dependence of the thermal-expans
anomalies even reveals clear similarities to a SP phase
gram. As shown in Fig. 15~c!, the midpoints of the broad
transitions decrease from.9.5 K for H50 to .8 K at H
510 T. Surprisingly, this agrees with the field dependen
which is predicted by the theoretical curve in Fig. 14 assu
ing a SPT atTSP(0)59.5 K, i.e., even the broad crossov
seems to follow the prediction of Cross. Moreover, assum
this TSP, one expects a change to the incommensurate ph
for fields above 10 T. Again, the remainders of this chan
are clearly visible in the data for thex53.3% crystal in Fig.
15~a!. The anomaly at 13 T markedly differs from that
H510T. This concerns its size which is reduced and,
particular, its width, which is much larger in the higher fiel
The SP phase seems to disappear and, indeed, it is im
sible to reveal a SPT from a single measurement in this h
field range. Its presence forH513 T is, however, inferred
from the change ofa when further increasing the magnet
field. This drastic suppression of the anomalies in the hi
field range is not surprising, when taking into account o
findings for the smaller Zn content ofx51.4%. For x
53.3% the broadening of the transition present already
H50 T, adds with the additional broadening at high ma
netic fields which is characteristic for doped CuGeO3.

Turning back to the field dependence ofa for x53.3%,
the data in Fig. 15~a! reveal a quantitative change betwe
H&10 T and higher fields. However, in contrast with th

y

he
n-

FIG. 16. Anomalies of the thermal-expansion coefficientaa in
zero field~open symbols! and in large magnetic fields~closed sym-
bols! for different doping concentrations given in the figure. No
the different scale of they axes in the two upper diagrams.
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findings at lower doping it is not possible to extract a D
phase boundary from the field dependence of the lattice c
stants. The corresponding magnetostriction measurem
only show a continuous decrease of the lattice constant
some changes of the curvature which are related to the
linear field dependence ofa. From these data it is neithe
possible to derive a qualitative difference between the hi
and low-field range, nor to extract any meaningful pha
boundary. We note that this holds also for a smaller effec
doping of xeff52.1%(0.7% Si). This latter finding com
pares well with diffraction measurements in high magne
fields performed on a crystal with the same doping.60 Instead
of a splitting of the superstructure reflections due to an
commensurate modulation, which is found forx50 and
smallerxeff ,

40,60 there is only a pronounced broadening a
function ofH. According to this finding, the high-field phas
for xeff52.1% corresponds rather to a short-range dimeri
than to a long-range incommensurate phase.

Thus for the higher dopingx53.3%, both theH50 and
the high-field phase should be regarded as short-rang
phases. There is, however, still a decrease of the average
order-parameter squarêA2& as a function ofH, which is
most pronounced in the range of fields where the D/I tran
tion takes place in a long-range ordered SP compound
the correspondingTSP.

Whereas the SP instability does not lead to any ph
transition in the thermodynamic sense in the crystal wit
Zn doping ofx53.3%, a sharp phase boundary is presen
T&5 K, signaling long-range AFM order. The correspon
ing anomalies of the thermal expansion are shown for th
representative magnetic fields in Fig. 15~b!. Note that it is
very easy to distinguish the AFM transition and the SP
stability in the thermal expansion, since the signs of the c
responding anomalies differ. It is apparent from Fig. 15~b!
that the magnetic field has only a small influence on
AFM order. The shape of the anomalies ofaa does not
change significantly. There is, however, a small monoton
decrease of theDaa(TN) with increasing field. Moreover
small changes ofTN are seen in the data in Fig. 15~b!. For
small fields,TN slightly decreases with increasingH and, at
.6 T, a minimum value ofTN.4.4 K is found which is
about 0.15 K smaller thanTN(H50). With further increas-
ing field, TN increases again and the largest value, wh
amounts to.4.8 K, is found atH516 T. We mention that
we obtain similar results forxeff.2.1% ~0.7% Si!, which
show, however, a slightly larger field dependence
TN @TN(16 T)2TN(0).0.7 K#.

Though these field dependences ofTN are rather weak,
the qualitative behavior compares well with that inferr
above forx51.4%. This concerns the nonmonotonous fie
dependence as well as the field range of the stron
changes which is close to the transition~crossover! to the
high-field SP phase in all cases.

We emphasize that all above statements concerning
field dependence of the AFM order refer to magnetic fie
applied parallel to thea axis of the crystals. ForHic the
behavior is more complicated since there is a spin-flop tr
sition for H&1.5 T, which causes a minimum ofTN(H) and
slightly smallerTN in high magnetic fields~see, also, Refs
58,14,6!. In the context of the present paper, this additio
complication of the field influence on the AFM order is n
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important. The field influence forHia ~andHib) as well as
the changes as a function of doping described above, are
visible in our data forHic besides the additional feature
due to the spin flop.

Before we further discuss our findings for the doped co
pounds in external fields, we shortly compare the presen
phase diagrams to other studies of doped CuGeO3 in external
fields. The similarity of the SP phase diagrams to that fox
50 was also revealed from magnetization measuremen59

and confirmed for both Si- and Zn-doped crystals in mo
detailed studies, using different experimental techniq
~see, e.g., Refs. 58,45,46!. However, two reported phase dia
grams which are both based on ultrasound measurem
contradict the systematic behavior presented here. The
studies, which were performed on a Zn-doped crystal w
x52% by Saint-Paulet al.57 and on a Si-doped crystal (y
50.7%, xeff.2.1%) by Poirieret al.,56 reveal high-field
phase boundaries which markedly differ from our finding
In this context it is, however, important to note that it
complicated to discriminate the AFM ordering and the S
from the ultrasound measurements, since both cause a
crease of the elastic constant.

In order to explain a sharp phase transition which occ
below .4.5 K for H*10 T, Saint-Paulet al. introduce a
new I’ phase.57 Moreover, in their phase diagram forx
52% the I phase disappears atH*15 T. Based on our
data, which allow to distinguish unambiguously betwe
AFM and SP transitions, we suggest a reinterpretation of
anomalies visible in the elastic constant data. The sharp l
temperature anomaly is not due to a new I’ phase but inst
has to be attributed toTN which increases forH>10 T as in
our samples with larger and smallerx. The second differ-
ence, i.e., the disappearance of the I phase shown in
phase diagram of Saint-Paulet al., is not really inconsistent
with our findings. The well-defined U/I phase boundary d
appears already for a smaller Zn content ofx51.4%, which
explains the absence of sharp features in high fields fox
52%. Using exactly the same arguments as above, it is
possible to explain the qualitative differences between
phase diagrams shown here and the phase diagram, P
et al. present forxeff.2.1% ~0.7% Si!. In their work the
sharp anomaly at the AFM order in high fields, which w
clearly find in our crystal with the same stoichiometry,
attributed to the U/I transition.56

Following our suggestion and reinterpreting the sha
low-temperature anomalies of the elastic constants, leads
rather consistent picture for the phase diagrams of do
CuGeO3. In particular, at first glance rather surprising fe
tures of our data are consistent with other experimental s
ies. This concerns the strong additional broadening of the
phase boundary which can be extracted from the raw d
presented in several studies.45,46,56–58 Moreover, the pro-
nounced increase ofTN for fields close to the D/I transition is
~after the above reinterpretation! inferred from investigations
for various ~effective! defect concentrations.45,46,56–58This
latter effect is most pronounced for crystals with a sm
~effective! doping, i.e., with a smallTN at H50, whereas at
higher doping the field dependence ofTN is only small. Fi-
nally, we mention that, neither from the data on the Z
doped crystals presented here, nor from our data on a
doped crystal with y50.7%(xeff.2.1%) do we find
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evidence for an unusual AFM state atH;7 T, which was
recently reported in Refs. 45,46 for a Si-doped crystal wit
smaller effective doping (xeff;1.6%). However, note tha
this field corresponds roughly to the field with the minimu
TN in the compounds with higher doping. Moreover, t
nonmonotonous field influence, which we observe for the
doping of x51.4% compares well to the findings of Se
et al.46

VI. DOPING AND FIELD DEPENDENCES: SIMILARITIES
AND DIFFERENCES

The changes of the thermal expansion or the spontan
strain in Cu12xZnxGeO3 occurring as a function of field on
the one hand and as a function of doping on the other, re
some surprising similarities. This is displayed in Fig. 1
which comparesa for H50 and largeH measured on crys
tals with different defect concentrations. Here we show,
addition, data obtained on Si-doped compounds, in orde
allow a more detailed discussion of the changes upon~effec-
tive! doping. It is apparent that both a large magnetic field
well as an increase ofxeff strongly suppress the size of th
anomaly ofa at TSP and thus reduce the average SP or
parameter squarêA2&. Note the qualitatively different field
dependences ofa for the highest~effective! doping~3% Si!,
which does not show any hint on a SPT. The small decre
of aa in this crystal is probably due to the suppression
AFM correlations with increasingH and/or related to the
field dependence of the doping-induced specific heat
cussed above forx51.4%.

Besides the reduction of^A2& there are two other striking
similarities of the field and doping-induced changes ofaa .
IncreasingH as well as increasingx cause a change from
rather well defined SPT to a broad crossover. Moreover,
AFM transition appears in the accessible temperature ra
for both increasingH and increasingx. Before we discuss in
detail these similarities, we emphasize that there are
clear differences between the field and doping influenc
Such differences~and no meaningful similarities! are appar-
ent when investigating properties which measure mainly
magnetic excitations as the specific heat~see, e.g., Fig. 8!.
But even if we restrict toa, field and doping act differently
Taking into account not only the shapes and sizes of
anomalies but also the transition temperatures, these di
ences are apparent from Fig. 16 as well. In zero field, th
are no sharp phase transitions with sizeableDa at transition
temperatures well below 10 K. Such transitions do, ho
ever, occur in the high-field range~see, e.g., the data forx
50.66%). Similar sizes~and shapes! of Da in high and low
fields do not correspond to the sameTSP. Thus, a large mag
netic field does not only increase the disorder, but also
ducesTSP. Vice versa, a strong reduction ofDa due to a
large field does not necessarily imply a pronounced broad
ing of the transition. Forx50 the anomalies atTSP remain
sharp even in the very large fields.41 Thus, field and doping
do not act identically and in order to understand the strik
similarities in Fig. 16, we have to discuss separately the th
observations indicating a relationship between field and d
ing dependences, which are~i! the reduction of̂ A2&, ~ii ! the
broadening of the SPT, and~iii ! the increase ofTN .
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A. Reduction of ŠA2
‹ as a function of H and x

In Sec. III we have interpreted the reduction of theH
50 spontaneous strains upon doping in terms of defe
induced solitons~see Fig. 3!. Several experimental observa
tions indicate that a soliton picture is also applicable wh
discussing the incommensurate modulation in CuGeO3.38–41

Actually, our above analysis uses the result of one of th
studies, namely the determination of the correlation lengtj
from x-ray-diffraction studies close toHD/I .

38,40 This sug-
gests that it is possible to describe both,^A2(x,H50)& and
^A2(x50,H)&, with Eq. ~2! taking the samej. One then
expects the samêA2&, if the average distance of dopan
equals the distance between nodes of the dimerization am
tudeL(H)5p/Dq(H) in the I phase, which is given by th
modulation periodDq(H).

Let us contrast this with the experimental observations
Fig. 17 the field and doping dependences of^A2& are com-
pared. Forx50 we show data measured up to 25 T,41 i.e.,
for a large range ofL(H). We have indicated the invers
distance of the order-parameter nodesc/L(H) in the figure.
In the case of doping, the corresponding quantity, i.e.,
distance between solitons forH50, is given by the concen
tration x of Zn atoms. Comparing the data forH50 at dif-
ferentx with the field dependence atx50, clearly shows that
x.c/L(H) does not imply the same squared SP order
rameter. Only very close to the D/I phase boundary doe
similar distance of order parameter nodes@x.c/L(H)# cor-
respond to similar values of^A2(x50,H)&, on the one hand
and ^A2(x,H50)&, on the other hand. However, at high
magnetic fields^A2(x50,H)& saturates at a rather larg
value, thoughL(H) becomes very small. Such a saturation
a finite ^A2& is not observed for the reduction ofe(H50)
upon doping.

This saturation of̂ A2(x50,H)& contradicts Eq.~2! ~Ref.
41! showing that a soliton description~with constantj) is
not applicable in the I phase when considering a large ra
of L(H). According to a recent theoretical study which
based on symmetry arguments, a multiplane-wave Ansat
the form A(x)5(am cos(mDqx) with m51,3,5, . . . , i.e., a
periodic modulation containing higher harmonics, is the g

FIG. 17. Left: Magnetic-field dependence of the low
temperature spontaneous strain in Cu12xZnxGeO3 (x<1.4%). For
comparison, theH50 results for higher doping~—–! are also
shown. TheL(H) for x50 are extracted from magnetization da
~Ref. 41!. Right: Same data normalized to the zero field value.
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eral description of the order parameter in the I phase of p
CuGeO3.73 Close to the D/I transition, the higher harmoni
are important and a spatial modulation of the dimerizat
similar to a lattice of domain walls can occur. Indeed, if w
limit ourselves to this field range, doping and field depe
dences ofe}^A2& can be described in the same framewo
and, remarkably, the corresponding correlation lengths ar
fair agreement~see Fig. 3!. However, in general, there is
clear difference between field and doping dependences.
plying the soliton picture to the I phase at higher fields
veals much smallerj, which, moreover, systematically de
crease withH. The main characteristics of the I phase~for
x50) is a regular periodicarrangement of order-paramet
nodes with a field-dependent period. The spatial modula
of A changes continuously with increasingH and, finally, a
simple sine-wave modulation with anH-independent ampli-
tude is present.41 In contrast, real domain wallsexist in
doped CuGeO3 and the soliton picture reveals a reasona
description of the data~for H50) also for small distance
between the defects.

So far, we have compared the I phase of pure CuG3
with the zero-field data of the doped compounds. The fie
induced D/I transition also causes a drastic reduction of^A2&
in doped CuGeO3. For high doping, however, the anomalie
of the thermal expansion at high fields are extremely sm
and, moreover, the low-temperature behavior is masked
the anomalies at the AFM transition. Therefore, it is impo
sible to extract meaningful values fore(T→0) in this doping
range. The corresponding data measured at small Zn con
trations are displayed in Fig. 17. There is no strong chang
the field dependences ofe as a function ofx for x<1.4%.
The size of the reduction at the D/I transition decrease w
increasingx. This is, however, a consequence of the redu
zero-field spontaneous strain only. Indeed, plotting the d
on a normalized scale, i.e., dividing thee(H) by the corre-
sponding zero-field values, a nearly identical curve is
tained for 0<x<1.4% as shown in the right part of Fig. 17
The remaining small differences are due to the slightly d
ferentHD/I . Note that close to the phase boundary the per
Dq(H) depends onH and (H2HD/I), whereas it is deter-
mined byH alone at higher fields.35

Ignoring these slight differences close to the phase bou
ary the scaling ofe(H) for different x means that field and
doping dependences of^A2& at low temperatures~and small
x) are given by

^A2~x,H !&.^A2~x,0!&^A2~0,H !& ~ for T→0!. ~9!

The presence ofrandomdoping-induced domain walls is ir
relevant for the suppression of^A2(T→0)& which arises due
to the periodic modulation of the dimerization in the high
field phase. Vice versa, Eq.~9! means that the incommensu
rate modulation of the dimerization is irrelevant when d
cussing the suppression of^A2(T→0)& upon doping. Thus,
it is possible to describe the suppression of the I phase or
parameter square in the same way as we did in Sec. III
the dimerization. The doping dependence ofe@T→0# in the
I phase at a fixedL(H) is obtained, if we replace the expre
sion for the dimerization without defects@(21)lA0# by a
more complicated one, containing the incommensur
modulation as, e.g., the multiplane-wave expression gi
re
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above. Describing the additional spatial modulation due
the doped defects for smallx by tanh(lc/j) using the samej
in both phases, does already explain our findings. This me
that in both cases defects cause a suppression of the per
distortions of the uniform lattice, which are present in the
as well as in the I phase.

In summary, investigating the averaged order-param
square at low temperatures and for smallx, does not reveal
any relationship between doping-induced and field-indu
modulations of the dimerization. Whereas an increase ox
indeed corresponds to a larger number of solitons, the fi
induced D/I transition should be regarded as a change of
underlying undistorted lattice. Nevertheless, a relations
between field and doping dependences is revealed from
thermal-expansion data. For example, the U/I transitions
the temperature dependences of^A2& markedly differ in pure
and doped CuGeO3, respectively. A separation ofx and H
dependences in terms of Eq.~9! is impossible at higher tem
peratures. Moreover, Fig. 16 indicates similarities conce
ing the x and H dependences of the AFM transition. How
ever, the considerations in this section show that one cle
has to discriminate betweenrandom domain walls due to
doped defects, on the one hand, andperiodicorder parameter
nodes due to a large magnetic field on the other. In the la
case the soliton picture is not applicable when considerin
larger range of magnetic fields.

B. From long-range to short-range order as a function
of H and x

The pronounced broadening of the U/I transitions
doped CuGeO3 is a very surprising feature revealed by o
data. Usually a broad phase transition is attributed to sam
inhomogeneities, in particular in a doped compound. Ho
ever, in the present case the zero- and low-field data on
same crystals clearly show the homogeneity of the sam
at least for smallx. It is therefore necessary, to find a phys
cal origin of the pronounced broadening of the phase tra
tions in high magnetic fields.

Let us start the discussion of this field-induced broaden
by investigating the pure compound. Neither the data sho
in Fig. 16 nor the thermal-expansion measurements in e
higher fields up to 28 T~Ref. 41! yield any evidence for an
increase of the transition width withH. A small broadening
of the thermal-expansion anomaly is only found close to
Lifshitz point due to the enlarged fluctuation regime,73 but
with further increasingH, the anomaly sharpens again.43,41

Thus, any explanation of the broad U/I boundary has to
clude both a high magnetic fieldH.HD/I and a finite x.

The effects of disorder on the D and I phases have b
considered recently by Bhattacharjeeet al. in their theoreti-
cal study.73 The random substitutions are modeled by ra
domness in the coefficients of the original Landau Ham
tonian, which describes phenomenologically the U/I and U
transitions. It is indeed found that the effect of disorder
more severe in the I than in the D phase. The defects do
only suppress locally the amplitude of the order paramete
in the D phase. In addition the random impurity positio
cause a random phase of the incommensurate modula
According to Bhattacharjeeet al. this latter randomness de
stroys the true long-range order of the I phase.73 For small
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impurity concentrations there is, however, still quasi-lon
range order, which explains the presence of Bragg peaks
smallx.40,60Note that the phase randomness is not crucial
the averaged SP order-parameter square, which we have
cussed above, and therefore the additional disorder does
strongly modify the field dependence of^A2& at low T andx.

It is, however, straightforward to attribute the addition
broadening of the thermal-expansion anomalies forH
.HD/I to this additional influence of disorder. The absen
of true long-range order does qualitatively explain the
sence of a true U/I phase transition in the thermodyna
sense, which is signaled by our data already for mode
doping. Since the incommensurate modulation is esse
for the above arguments, it is also apparent that the U/I tr
sitions are much broader than the U/D transitions of the sa
sample. As discussed above, an enhancement of diso
when entering the I phase as a function ofH, explains in
addition the differences observed for the D/I phase bound
in doped and pure CuGeO3.

The presented interpretation of the additional broaden
of the SPT in large fields is based on the qualitative cha
of the structural distortion atHD/I . Though this does no
occur as a function ofx at H50, a qualitatively similar
broadening of the SPT as a function ofx may occur, since
the origin of the disorder is not crucial in this respect. Th
explains the corresponding similarity betweenx and H de-
pendences of the thermal-expansion data in Fig. 16. In o
to understand the similarity concerning the changes ofTN ,
we have to expand our discussion which, so far, has o
considered the structural order parameter.

C. Competing spin-Peierls and antiferromagnetic order

It is well known that long-range Ne´el ordering and the
SPT are competing phenomena in quasi-one-dimensiona
tiferromagnets. Theoretical treatments for homogeneous
tems show that AFM order and SPT mutually exclude e
other.32,29 The situation changes for a disordered SP syst
Néel order and SPT still compete, but now the theoreti
studies yield also the coexistence of both ordering phen
ena in agreement with the experimental studies on do
CuGeO3.21–23,29 Recently, Mostovoyet al. analyzed the
(x,T) phase diagram of disordered SP systems29 and we will
use some of their results as a starting point for a phen
enological interpretation of the field dependences ofTN in
doped CuGeO3.

Mostovoyet al. consider a Landau expansion of the fr
energy of the form

DF5aSP@T2TSP
0 ~x!#^A2&1

bSP

2
^A2&2

1aAFM@T2TN
0 ~x!#AAFM

2 1
bAFM

2
AAFM

4 1c^A2&AAFM
2 ,

~10!

whereA andAAFM denote the SP and AFM order paramete
respectively.TSP

0 andTN
0 are the bare ordering temperature

which represent the doping dependences without a coup
between SP and AFM order parameters. The signs of
constantsaSP,aAFM ,bSP,bAFM.0 andc22bSPbAFM,0 are
-
or
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given from the required stability of the system. Mostov
et al. use this expansion to derive the phase diagram ne
multicritical point with TN(x)5TSP(x), where the consider-
ation of these leading orders of the free-energy expans
suffices. The competition between SP and Ne´el states is de-
scribed by the last term in Eq.~10!, which couples the SP
and AFM order parameters. As a consequenceTN depends
on the dimerization

TN~x!5TN
0 ~x!2

c

aAFM
^A2~TN!&, ~11!

and forc.0 dimerization suppresses the AFM state, i.e.,TN
decreases with increasing^A2&. Vice versa, the same cou
pling term implies that the dimerization decreases wh
AAFM

2 becomes finite belowTSP. Minimizing e.g., Eq.~10!
with respect toA yields

^A2&5
aSP

bSP
@TSP

0 ~x!2T#2
c

bSP
AAFM

2 ~12!

for T,TSP. Consequently, a rich phase diagram is deriv
from Eq. ~10!, showing, e.g., a re-entrance into an undim
ized state in some regions of disorder strength.29

As revealed by the experiments on doped CuGeO3, the
situation in the real system is more complicated. Already
moderate doping there is a change from a SPT to a sh
range order phenomenon. The assumptionTSP;TN underly-
ing the free-energy expansion in Eq.~10! is not realized.
Nevertheless, features predicted from Eq.~10! are clearly
found in the experiment. For example, it is apparent fro
Fig. 16 that the anomaly ofa at TN is much larger at doping
with finite dimerization than for a Si content ofy53%. On
the other hand, this latter crystal exhibits the largest spec
heat anomaly atTN ~see also similar results in Ref. 45!,
showing that the smallerDa is not related to the AFM orde
parameter. The origin of the largerDa in the case of coex-
isting SP and AFM transitions is apparent from Eq.~12!.
There is an additional contribution due to the decrease of
dimerization. Note that this contribution straightforward
explains the anticorrelation of the signs of the therm
expansion anomalies atTSP andTN , respectively, which we
find in all crystals and along all three lattice directions.

However, a quantitative analysis of our data in terms
Eq. ~12!, i.e., the determination of the decrease of^A2& due
to AFM order, is impossible. On the one hand, it would
necessary to introduce several parameters, in order to
scribe ^A2(T)& for temperatures well belowTSP, since the
leading orders in Eq.~10! are not sufficient. On the othe
hand, there is also a significant direct coupling between
tice strains and the AFM order parameter.82 This latter con-
tribution is not only visible for the highly doped crystals wit
^A2&.0. It is also inferred when comparing quantitative
the large decrease ofe at TN with the results from neutron
diffraction studies which reveal only a moderate decrease
the dimerization, i.e., of the intensity of the superstructu
reflections atTN .18,12,20,15

Therefore we restrict the following discussion to th
changes ofTN and will not consider the implications of th
AFM order for the dimerization. The SP order parameter
taken as an input parameter and the consequences forTN are
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described with Eq.~11!. Such a treatment is not only pos
sible forTN.TSPconsidered by Mostovoyet al., but also for
TN!TSP. The result forH50 is sketched by the solid line
in Fig. 18. In the upper panel a concentration dependenc
^A2& is depicted which corresponds to our findings at lo
temperaturesT!TSP ~see Fig. 3!. In the lower panel, the
corresponding concentration dependence ofTN as deter-
mined from Eq.~11! is shown. In this schematic represent
tion we assume for simplicity a concentration-independ
TN

0(x) which then corresponds toTN for very largex with
^A2&.0. Due to the increase of the SP order parameter,TN
decreases with decreasingx and disappears when the su
pression due to the dimerization exceeds the bareTN

0 . Note
that a similarH50 phase boundary is obtained from th
calculations of Mostovoyet al., which take into account in
addition the temperature dependence of^A2& as derived from
Eq. ~10! and a slight decrease ofTN

0(x) with increasingx.29

Let us now qualitatively discuss our findings as a funct
of H in a framework similar to Eq.~10!. In particular, we
take the same expression for the coupling term. To incl
the magnetic field in the free-energy expansion describ
the AFM order is straightforward. We replace the bare c
centration dependenceTN

0(x) by a bare field dependenc
TN

0(H).83 An estimate for this bare field dependence can
taken from the Si-doped crystal withy53%. In this crystal
with ^A2&.0, TN decreases monotonously b
. 0.6 K/16 T with increasingH. Equation~11! yields an
additional field dependence for compounds with coexist
SP and AFM order which arises from the suppression of
SP order parameter^A2(H,x,TN)& with increasingH. Corre-
spondingly, the total field dependence ofTN has two contri-
butions with opposite signs: a small decrease with increa

FIG. 18. Schematic illustration of the changes ofTN due to the
coupling between SP and AFM order parameters. In the two up
figures representativex ~left! and H ~right! dependences o
^A2(x,H)& are sketched. In the two lower figures the correspond
changes ofTN obtained from Eq.~11! are depicted. For the illustra
tion we assume]TN

0(x,H)/]x50, ] lnTN
0(x,H)/]H520.88%/T,

and an H and x independent coupling of]TN /]^A2&5

21.2TN
0(x,0)/^A2(0,0)& ~see text!.
of
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t

e
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e
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H, representing the bareTN
0(H), and an increase due to th

reduction of^A2& in large magnetic fields.
This behavior is sketched in the right part of Fig. 18.

the upper panel we show for two representative concen
tions the field dependence of^A2&, using the same scales a
in the left part of the figure. The field dependence ofTN

which is then derived according to Eq.~11! is shown in the
lower part of the figure. The result fits surprisingly well wit
our experimental observations. For small fields there is
significantH dependence of̂A2& at T.TN ~see, e.g., Fig.
17! andTN(H) is determined by the decrease ofTN

0(H). This
suppression ofTN as a function ofH was inferred above
from the data forx51.4% and observed for the higher co
centrations. The coupling between AFM and SPT becom
very important for magnetic fields close to the D/I transitio
which causes a strong decrease of^A2& ~for smallx). In this
field range we therefore expect a rather strong increase oTN

as we observe forx51.4% and as reported in the literatu
for crystals with similar effective doping.58,45,46,56,57We note
that in our descriptionTN is not influenced by a hypothetica
^A2(T50)& which is nearly field independent forH
,HD/I .43 Instead we have to consider^A2& at TN . Due to
the decrease ofTSPwith H, this quantity does already chang
for fields significantly belowHD/I ~see the data in Fig. 6!, in
particular, if the zero fieldTSP is already reduced due t
doping. Correspondingly, the minimumTN occurs not di-
rectly at, but belowHD/I .

The different amount of the increase ofTN which we
observe for different compositions follows straightforward
in the same way. For low concentrations, the zero field^A2&
is still rather large, which implies a drastic decrease a
function of field ~see Fig. 17!. In absolute units this field
dependence is much weaker for higher doping. Thus, at
doping Eq.~11! predicts a much larger increase ofTN at the
D/I transition than for largerx. Thesex-dependent field in-
fluences onTN obviously mean that the (x,T) phase dia-
grams at zero and large fields markedly differ with respec
the AFM phase. This is also sketched in the left part of F
18. The concentration dependence ofTN is much weaker in
high fields than in zero field, since the concentration dep
dence of̂ A2& is smaller in absolute scales~see upper part of
Fig. 18!.

For largex, AFM order is suppressed by a large field d
to the decrease ofTN

0(H). With decreasingx the zero and
high-field phase boundaries cross and, at intermediate
low doping, a high field enhances AFM order. Equivalent
the difference of zero- and high-fieldTN systematically de-
creases with increasingx. This is clearly found in the experi
ments. According to our data the differenceTN(16T)
2TN(0) amounts to * 1.5, 0.7, and 0.3 K for x
51.4%, xe f f.2.1%, and x53.3%, respectively, and
finally, at the largest effective doping (y53%), TN de-
creases withH.

We conclude that the observedH dependences ofTN as
well as their systematic changes upon doping are reprodu
if we assume a coupling of SP and AFM order parameter
terms of Eqs.~10! and ~11!. This is shown in the two sche
matic figures in the lower part of Fig. 18. Here we use
coupling constant which neither depends onx nor on H.
Moreover, we assume a bareTN which does not depend onx
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and decreases slightly withH, as observed at high doping
Remarkably, these most simple assumptions suffice to ob
a good qualitative agreement with the experiment, indicat
that TN(x,H) is indeed determined to a large extent by t
corresponding changes of^A2&. It is worthwhile mentioning
that in our description the origin of the changes of^A2& is
irrelevant. A qualitative agreement with the data is alrea
obtained, if we treat identically the reduction of^A2& due to
solitonlike defects upon doping, on the one hand, and
due to the field-induced modulation ofA on the other. This
leads to the striking similarity of thex andH dependences o
the thermal expansion~Fig. 16!, which measures simulta
neously bothTN by the corresponding anomaly as well
^A2& by the size of the anomaly at the SPT.

So far, we have only discussed qualitatively the coupl
between SP and AFM order parameters. In princip
thermal-expansion data allow also a quantitative determ
tion of the coupling strength in Eq.~11!. However, the error
of the coupling strength, as extractable from our present d
is rather large. On the one hand, we cannot followTN(H) at
low doping due to the restricted temperature range of
measurements. On the other hand, the field dependenc
TN and ^A2& are rather small at high doping. This not on
causes large relative errors, in addition, the bare field dep
dence and the coupling tôA2& are of comparable signifi
cance forTN(H) in this doping range and therefore the a
sumption forTN(H) strongly influences the result for th
coupling strength. Within the limitations due do these unc
tainties, our data are consistent with a field a
concentration-independent coupling between SP and A
order parameters. This coupling constant is not very la
Taking theT→0 dimerization of pure CuGeO3, we estimate
a suppression ofTN between 5 and 8 K, from the field de
pendences ofTN and Eq.~11!. This value is comparable to
the maximumTN observed in doped CuGeO3. Thus, our de-
scription suggests an AFM phase occurring already for v
small x in agreement with recent experiments.14,16

In the context of this section it is worthwhile to mention
very recent study of Mg-doped CuGeO3.10 Based on suscep
tibility measurements it is argued that the SP order param
vanishes abruptly atz.2.3% (xeff .z). According to Ref.
10 this is accompanied by an abrupt increase ofTN by
.0.8 K. This correlation between jumplike changes ofTN
and^A2& is qualitatively~and within the large error bars eve
quantitatively! consistent with our description. Howeve
studies of^A2(z)& in Mg-doped CuGeO3 are desirable in
order to confirm the absence of a short-range order SP
state forz.2.3%, i.e., a pronounced difference between
and Mg doping in this respect. On the other hand, a deta
investigation of the coupling between SP and AFM ord
parameters would be possible. For example, our descrip
predicts a sign change of the high field]TN /]H accompa-
nied by the abrupt vanishing of^A2&.

There is a further extension of our measurements s
gested by the systematic behavior ofTN(H,x) for xeff
>1.4%. Extrapolating the observed doping depende
and/or applying our phenomenological description to sma
doping, we expect strong increases ofTN for magnetic fields
H*HD/I . Thus, our description predicts that the minimu
doping xm showing AFM order significantly decreases in
large field~see Fig. 18!. However,xm is already very small
in
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for H50. We, therefore, expect that the systematic behav
of TN(H,x), which we find at intermediate and large dopin
markedly changes at low concentrations. One may, for
ample, speculate that the change from a quasi-long-rang
a long-range ordered I phase with decreasingx ~see above!
also modifies the coupling between AFM and SP ord
parameters in large fields.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a comprehensive study of the ther
dynamic properties thermal expansion, specific heat,
magnetostriction for a series of Cu12xZnxGeO3 single crys-
tals. With increasing defect concentration we find a dras
reduction of the averaged SP order parameter square^A2&
which is consistent with the development of solitonlike d
fects. The correlation length which is obtained from a qua
titative description of̂ A2(x)& agrees well with that reported
for the I phase of pure CuGeO3(.13.6c). Besides the reduc
tion of the average SP order parameter, there is a dra
increase of the magnetic specific heat at low temperatu
Features due to singlet triplet excitations with a reasona
value of the spin gap are still found. However,Cmag at low
temperatures is clearly dominated by low-energy excitati
which arise upon doping. We have shown that the cor
sponding specific heat changes only weakly withT for
2.2 K&T&5 K, but drastically reduces with increasingH.
A possible interpretation in terms of disordered AFM cha
is presented which agrees qualitatively with theoretical p
dictions for disordered SP systems.

The decrease of̂A2& at low temperatures upon dopin
correlates with that ofTSPand the relationship between the
two quantities is identical for Zn and Si-doped CuGeO3.
Doping suppresseŝA2& much stronger thanTSP and for low
doping (xeff&2.1%) a scalinĝ A2(T.0)&}TSP

3 is derived
from our data. This observation for doped SP systems co
sponds to the theoretical results obtained for homogene
SP compounds. The soliton picture withj.13.6c and this
scaling corresponds to a nearly linear decrease ofTSP at
small x which amounts toDTSP/TSP.15x as observed ex-
perimentally.

At higher doping the situation changes. While the susc
tibility signals a disappearance of the SPT, our data indic
a change from a well-defined SPT to a crossover phen
enon with increasingx. The characteristic temperature of th
latter remains high, though the SP order parameter beco
very small. A SP-like state is also present for rather high
doping (x53.3%). At this high doping there is, howeve
neither a SPT in the thermodynamic sense, nor a w
defined phase boundary in the (x,T) phase diagram of
Cu12xZnxGeO3.

From our measurements in high magnetic fields we h
also derived the influence of defects on the structural mo
lation of the I phase. ConsiderinĝA2(T.0)& for small x,
the reduction upon doping is very similar for the D and
phases. In this doping~and temperature! range we do not find
any evidence for a connection between doping-induced s
tons and the field-induced modulation of the structure.

Concerning the (H,T) phase diagrams our measureme
reveal several systematic changes upon doping. Th
changes are small for the phase boundaries related to
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SPT. However, a universal SP phase diagram is only fo
for the U/D transition in doped CuGeO3. This phase bound
ary is identical for crystals with differentx after dividing
both field and temperature axis byTSP(H50), and, more-
over, agrees well with the theoretical predictions. In contr
to that, all phase boundaries to the I phase do change u
doping. Most of these doping dependences can be stra
forwardly interpreted, when taking into account an increa
of disorder in this high-field phase. This additional disord
is a consequence of a random order-parameter phase w
is only relevant in the I phase. This explains qualitative
that the anomalies at the U/I transitions are much broa
than those at the U/D transitions in the same crystal. Mo
over, enhanced disorder in the I phase could also give ris
the slight increase of the transition fieldsHD/I with increas-
ing x which we observe when plotting the data in normaliz
scales. Finally, the enhancement of disorder at the fi
induced transition from the D to the I phase at finitex ex-
plains that doped and pure CuGeO3 exhibit qualitatively dif-
ferent temperature dependences ofHD/I or, equivalently,
different signs of the entropy jumps atHD/I at low tempera-
tures. In addition, we find a systematic doping-depend
change of the hysteresis of the D/I transition. At low te
peraturesDHD/I increases withx which indicates a pinning
of the incommensurate modulation due to defect-indu
disorder. However, the opposite trend is found at high te
peratures. The temperature range, showing a clear hyste
of transition fields, systematically decreases with increas
doping and the signatures of the first order D/I transitio
disappear already for a moderate dopingxeff.2.1%. A pos-
sible origin is again theH-dependent enhancement of diso
der at the D/I transition, since at high temperature and
high doping there is neither true long-range nor quasi-lo
range order in the I phase of doped CuGeO3.

Pronounced systematic changes upon doping are reve
in the (H,T) phase diagrams with respect to the AFM ord
At very high doping with completely suppressed SPT, th
is a small monotonous decrease ofTN . All crystals with
finite ^A2& show a nonmonotonous field dependence ofTN .
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At small fields, AFM order is suppressed, whereas at hig
fields an increase ofTN is observed. The minimumTN is
observed below the D/I phase boundary, but the changes
most pronounced forH.HD/I . Moreover, the amount of the
increase ofTN systematically increases with decreasing do
ing. We have shown that assuming a coupling between
and AFM order parameters can simultaneously describe
field dependence ofTN , its systematic change upon dopin
as well as the concentration dependence ofTN at H50.

Several issues raised in this paper could be further cl
fied by additional studies, both theoretically and experim
tally. At present it is not clear to which extent the intercha
coupling affects the spatial modulation of the dimerizati
due to the solitonlike defects. Moreover, we cannot jud
from our present data, whether the short-range SP-like ph
in Cu12xZnxGeO3 at large dopingx*3% is a property of a
compound with random defects or related to local variatio
of the Zn content. Further studies for otherx and other dop-
ants could clarify this issue. Further systematic studies
also desirable in order to understand the behavior of the
cific heat in doped CuGeO3. This refers to the doping-
induced excitations visible at low temperatures but also
the strong suppression and broadening of the anomaly atTSP
in moderate external fieldsH,HD/I . Finally, an extension
of our study ofTN(H) to smaller doping and lower tempera
tures would be very interesting. Probably the systematic
havior ofTN(H,x), which is the basis of the phenomenolog
cal description presented here, changes markedly w
decreasing the doping. The rather largeTN at high fields
which are extrapolated for smallx from our findings are very
unlikely to occur.
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